Tech Training Sub-committee

2021 Virtual RVTEC
Members

- Brett Hembrough (outgoing)
- Kristin Beem
- Mary Huey
- Gabe Matthias
- Julianna Diehl
- Kate Kouba

Space for new members!
Taking nominations
What Went Wrong Wednesdays
Informal discussions where the tech community can chat about:

- What problems they have been experiencing
- New resources they have discovered or created
- Subject matter experts to aid in answering questions
- Fun stories from current cruises
- Opportunities

Next Zoom Chat on Nov 17th- Knudsen
Current Training Efforts

“Did you know?” Series - via RVTEC Mailing List
- Submitted by you - small areas of expertise to share with the rest of the tech community
- Easy way to share tips and tricks of the trade

Recording Training Sessions- via UNOLS YouTube page
- Day 1 of the Network Training hosted by OSU
Moving Forward

- Creating our own training opportunities
  - Working within the community to gather materials
- Identifying training opportunities aboard vessels of the US Academic Research fleet
  - *Standing by for reduced restrictions*
- Create Trainings from Ocean Best Practice repository- existing experience and materials
  - [https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/](https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/)
  - UNOLS/ RVTEC community currently has 5 working groups curating BP documents.
To sum it all up

• Send us your nominations for new committee members! techtraining@unols.org

• Chat with Us & add us on UNOLS Slack Channel-rvtec-unols.slack.com ##rvtec-training

• Send us tips for “Did you Know” and volunteer for What Went Wrong Wednesdays

• Be on the look-out for video release and details for our next Moderated Discussion!